
Some case studies
The adiabatic model predicts with good accuracy the main reaction channels 
(or reaction windows) for electron capture of Type 1 by multiply charged ions 
from atoms such as H or He. Experiments on ion-atom systems, confirm these 
predictions (although there are some discrepancies between theory and 
experiment for the absolute cross section values.

If type I reactions are not energetically favoured, then type II reactions can 
become important.  Type II reactions involve configuration mixing of the 
electrons of the collision complex.  The electron capture process is 
accompanied either by an excitation of the ion core or by an excitation of the 
target electrons. 

For an H target, type II reactions only occur  for doubly or trebly open shell 
ions.  But for other targets (in particular molecular targets) excitation of the 
target may occur and a large variety of reactions may occur.  For molecular 
targets , electron capture often leads to dissociation.







Energy spectra for one electron capture in O2+/H collisions (a) by a beam 
of O2+ of unknown metastable content and (b) by a pure O2+ source. 







 

Energy spectra for electron capture in C2+ /H2 collisions at 500eV/amu 
by (a) a mixed beam of ground and metastable C2+, (b) a pure ground 
state beam of  C2+ ions and (c) a pure metastable beam



Interesting case of N2+ - H2 
collisions

Non dissociative capture. 

Dominant process

N5+ + H2 ->  N4+ (1s2 3s, 3p, 3d) +H2
+

Secondary

N5+ + H2 ->  N4+ (1s2 4s, 4p, 4d,4f) +H2
+

Dissociative capture

Main process

N5+ + H2 ->  N4+ (n=2) +H++H(2l)

Secondary

N5+ + H2 ->  N4+ (n=2) +H+ +H+ + e





Energy spectra for He2+ ions in H2 .    3 Main product channels

He+(n=2)+ H2
+                -1.79—4.44 eV    endothermic

He+(1s)+H+ +H(2s)      4.30 -18.36 eV    exothermic
He+(1s)+H+ +H(2p)              4.40 – 12.73 eV   exothermic
At low energies dissociative electron capture dominates.



FIG. 1. Energy change 
spectra for one electron 
capture by He2+

ions in H2O at three 
representative energies 
recorded by the QUB
and WMU translational 
energy spectrometers 
ssee textd.





FIG. 2. Photon emission spectra 
for one-electron capture in
He2+−H2O collisions observed at 
two different velocities. The 
following
emission features are indicated: 
I—second order of
He II (4p-1s) at 24.3 nm; II—
second order of He II (3p-1s) at 
25.6 nm; III—He I (1s2p-1s2) at 
58.4 nm; IV—second order of
He II (2p-1s) at 30.4 nm.







FIG. 4. Potential curves for the 
He2+-H2O system. Single-
electron transitions populating
the n=1, 2, and 3 states of He+ 
are denoted by 1, 2, and 3, 
respectively. Dielectronic
transitions populating the n=1 
state and the continuum state ε
are denoted (1,ε ).



FIG. 1. Energy change 
spectra for one-electron
capture by 300–2000 eV 
amu−1 He2+ ions in CH4.



FIG. 2. Measured cross sections 
for main product states of He+ 
formed in one-electron capture by 
300–2000 eV amu−1 He2+ ions in 
CH4 together with total one-
electron capture cross sections.





Main exit channels.

Most prominent chanel is one-electron capture to 4d state

Dissociative transfer ionization

Dissociative electron capture

Endothermic dissociative electron capture




